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Abstract. Flexible models for product line variability allow represent-
ing variability within any kind of domain-specific model. We show how
complex variabilities represented by one variability modelling approach
are implemented by general, domain-independent model transformations.
We analyse the confluence and consistency characteristics of these trans-
formations, show when multiple variabilities may be in conflict, and de-
fine the criteria for confluence of multiple variability transformations.

1 Introduction

Software product line engineering (SPLE) has been recognized as a valuable
approach for achieving reuse and configurability when building software. A main
concept in SPLE are feature diagrams, which are used to describe commonalities
and variabilities of a product line. A resolution process is then used to resolve
each variability and transform the product line to a specific product. Examples of
approaches supporting product line specifications are the Orthogonal Variability
Model (OVM) defined by Pohl et al. [1], cardinality-based feature modelling by
Czarnecki et al. [2], and the variability model defined by Haugen et al. [3].

The real value of feature diagrams appear when features are related to assets
of product line system models, which we denote the base model. It can be repre-
sented by modelling or programming elements. A resolution of a variable feature
can then be directly related to a transformation of corresponding elements of
that base model. When the relationship between the feature diagram and the
actual product line is rigorously specified, the complete resolution process can
be supported by automated model transformations. However, the feature dia-
gram may specify variabilities that are in conflict, which can result in invalid
transformations or require specific ordering of resolutions.

The variability model defined by Haugen et al. [3] allows value-based or struc-
tural variability to be described on any kind of domain model. Based on this
variability model and its links to product line model elements, we implement
general model transformations that can transform any product line model in
any language defined by a MOF-metamodel [4] to a product configuration. A
product line may define variabilities with conflicts e.g. in that they may manip-
ulate overlapping parts of the product line. We analyse confluence and conflict
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properties of the product line model and define criteria for determining conflu-
ence and detecting model conflicts between multiple variability transformations.

Outline. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines
the example we use to illustrate the product line transformations. Section 3
gives the background and basis for variability specification. Section 4 describes
how the domain-independent transformations have been realised, and Section 5
addresses confluence characteristics of these transformations. Section 6 presents
related work, and finally Section 7 gives some concluding remarks.

2 Motivating Example

We will use a domain-specific language (DSL) representing train lines and sta-
tions to illustrate our approach. In fact, we will use a subset of a larger DSL for
train stations, which is in use by ABB Norway for defining train line and station
topologies. This example was also used by the authors in [3], and its practical
usage was detailed by Svendsen et al. in [5]. Fig. 1 shows the metamodel of the
train station DSL subset that we will use here.

Two example models in this DSL are the SingleTrack and SwitchedTrack sta-
tions, which are illustrated by the annotated concrete syntax in Fig. 2. The
SingleTrack (to the left) is defined by four NormalEndPoint objects and three
SimpleLine objects. The lines connect to the endpoints by their start and end ref-
erence properties. The SwitchedTrack (to the right) defines two remote switches,
which are special kinds of line segments that allow switching between train lines.

We want to reuse these station models to configure new and existing station
models. In our illustrating example, we show how to modify an existing single
track station to become a switched track station by using a variability model.
The result is a new switched track, resulting from replacing objects in the single
track base model with objects in the switched track model (Fig. 3).

In the course of this paper, we will show how variabilities specified accord-
ing to [3] on the example models in the train station DSL are implemented by
model transformations to create new model variants in the DSL. We will also
analyse conflict and confluence characteristics of these transformations when
several variabilities are involved. The variability illustrated here is a kind of

Fig. 1. TrainStation DSL Metamodel
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Fig. 2. SingleTrack (left) and SwitchedTrack (right) Stations

Fig. 3. Modified SingleTrack to SwitchedTrack

alternative variability, where parts of the original base model structure (Single-
Track) represent one alternative and parts of the SwitchedTrack represent the
other.

3 Background on Product Line Variability

Product lines are often described in terms of common and variable features. A
feature is a system property that is relevant to some stakeholder and is used to
capture commonalities or discriminate among systems in a family [6]. Common
features are shared among all members of a product line, and variable features
are those that may vary among product line members. A product line will also
often define a common product line architecture (PLA) that is shared by all
products in the product line.

Feature Modelling was introduced by Kang et al. [7] in the Feature Oriented
Domain Analysis (FODA) method, which comprehensively described process
and techniques for product line development. Many variants of feature modelling
have evolved from this. Notable recent ones are the Orthogonal Variability Model
(OVM) by Pohl et al. [1], cardinality-based feature modelling by Czarnecki et
al. [2], the conceptual reference model for variability by Bayer et al. [8]. The
variability metamodel (hereafter referred to as the VarModel) defined by Hau-
gen et al. [3] was based on [8] and adds more general mechanisms for specifying
variable fragments of models in any kind of DSL. In this paper, we show how the
VarModel approach can be implemented by model transformation, and we define
important theoretical properties for these transformations with respect to con-
fluence and conflict. We further define the criteria for checking confluence when
several variabilities are involved. To get a basic understanding of the concepts in
the VarModel, we describe its central concept for representing variability, namely
substitution.

Substitution can be viewed as an advanced kind of assignment operator for
model elements. Three kinds of substitution are defined:
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Fig. 4. The Fragment Substitution in the Variability Metamodel

– ValueSubstitution: the ValueSubstitution represents a modification of a prop-
erty value in the base model.

– ReferenceSubstitution: the ReferenceSubstitution represents a modification
of an object reference in the base model.

– FragmentSubstitution: the FragmentSubstitution represents structural trans-
formations on the base model. It can be used to represent optionality, al-
ternatives, and repetitions. Further details on the fragment substitution are
given below.

Fig. 4 shows the main concepts related to the FragmentSubstitution. It con-
tains a model fragment called FragmentPlacement, which identifies a set of model
elements that represent variability and may be subject to substitution. It also
contains a set of ReplacementFragments, which identifies possible replacement
alternatives for a fragment placement. A fragment placement defines the bound-
aries for a set of objects (a fragment of the complete model), which can be
replaced by another set of objects defined by a replacement fragment. Substitu-
tion is defined by bindings between the two.

There are two types of boundary elements for a placement and two kinds for
a replacement. A ToPlacement represents an ingoing reference to a fragment
placement. It points to an object outside the fragment and a set of objects that
will be replaced inside the fragment. The attr property defines the name of the
reference on the outside object that can be used to set the values of the inside
reference. A FromPlacement represents an outgoing reference from the fragment
placement. A replacement fragment correspondingly contains ToReplacement
and FromReplacement objects. A To/From Placement/Replacement represents
a one-directional reference either to or from the placement/replacement model
fragments.
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Fig. 5. Fragment Placement and Replacement Fragment

Fig. 5 illustrates a VarModel superimposed on the two station models. The
fragment placement logically isolates a set of model elements in the base model,
where the edges are defined by boundary elements. In this example, the model
elements defining the inner boundary of the fragment placement have incoming
references from the objects outside the boundary (e.g. the L1 SimpleLine element
references the NE2 endpoint element). The placement boundary elements are
therefore of type ToPlacement. If the reference instead had been from the inner
boundary element (NE2) to the outer element (L1), the placement boundary
element should have been of type FromPlacement. The replacement fragments
are defined correspondingly. The full scope of a fragment is found by traversing
the links from/to boundary objects with cut-off at any outer boundary object.
The shaded parts of 5 shows the model elements that are part of the fragment
models.

The selection of an alternative (a replacement fragment) is done by resolutions
within the variability model, which is also a part of the metamodel in [3]. It
defines resolution elements for different substitutions. For brevity, we cannot go
into further detail on the VarModel, but for full detail, the interested reader is
referred to [3].

4 The Domain-Independent Product Line Transformation

The modification of the product line base model is controlled by the variability
model, and specifically, by resolved variabilities. The resolution process typically
involves human decision making, and it adds resolved substitutions to the vari-
ability model. The resolved variability model is then processed by the product
line transformation, which applies the resolutions to the product line domain
model. The transformation obtains base model references through the variabil-
ity model through its base reference. Each resolved variability will result in a
transformation on the product line base model.

We implemented the transformations using the MOFScript language [9], which
has been extended with model to model transformation capabilities and reflection
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support at the metamodel (ecore) level. MOFScript is an open source tool origi-
nally developed for model to text transformations based on EMF (Eclipse Mod-
eling Framework) models. Its recent extensions allowed us to specify transforma-
tions that implement feature substitutions for any kind of base models.

4.1 Generating the Product Model Using the Variability
Transformation

The variability transformation processes a resolved VarModel, containing re-
solved substitutions, and generates a product model from the domain-specific
product line base model by applying each resolved substitution. The result of
the transformation is based on copies of the original base model(s). We copy
the base models referenced by the VarModel and define correspondence links
between the original base models and the copies. Correspondence links are de-
fined by iterating all features of all objects in the base models and adding links
between the base model and the copied model elements. Then, all variation ele-
ments of the VarModel are processed. The transformation must handle the three
different kinds of resolved substitutions of the VarModel (Value-, Reference-, and
FragmentSubstitution). We will go through each of these in detail.

The Resolved Value and Reference Substitutions. The resolved Value Substitu-
tion modifies a value for an element in the base model. A resolved Reference
Substitution is similar, but modifies a reference in the base model. In our exam-
ple, a value substitution could be to modify the value of the gradient property
of a SimpleLine. Fig. 6 (left hand side) illustrates this value substitution in the
SingleTrain model. The property val of the Resolved Value object defines the
value to be set on the property identified by the attr property of the value sub-
stitution. The right hand side illustrates a reference substitution on the same
model; it modifies the start property of the L1 line to point to the N4 element
instead of the N1 element, hence modifying the model structure.

The setting of model element references is done much in the same way as set-
ting values, by a reflexive call on the model element using the feature

Fig. 6. Value (left) and Reference (right) Substitutions
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information given by the substitution. When references are set, the transfor-
mation must check if the receiving feature is a collection or a single element
and handle the assignment correspondingly. In addition, if references are moved
across base models, model elements will be moved from one base model to an-
other.

The Resolved Fragment Substitution. As previously described, the resolved Frag-
ment Substitution may be used to handle optionality, alternatives, and repetition
variability of fragments covering parts of a model. Here, we will focus in detail
on how alternatives, as illustrated by our original example (Fig. 5), are handled.
In this example, we have two base models; one that defines a generic single track
line and one that defines a double track with switches.

The transformation of the example model iterates all boundary elements con-
tained in the replacement fragment. For each replacement boundary element
(rbe):

– If rbe is an ingoing boundary element (ToReplacement), the outside model
element defined by the fragment placement in rbe.binding is modified by
changing its reference (defined by rbe.binding.attr) to point to the inside
element defined by the replacement fragment (rbe.inside) (SE1 from Fig. 5).

– If, on the other hand, rbe is an outgoing boundary element (FromReplace-
ment), the inside model element defined by the rbe.inside is modified by
setting its value to reference the model element referenced by the outside of
the bound fragment placement (rbe.binding.outside).

The corresponding references between the fragment placement inside and
outside elements will be removed (rbe.binding.inside/outside). Fig. 7 Step a)
illustrates this first step. The model elements identified by the fragment place-
ment are deleted according to the following algorithm: for each element E in

Fig. 7. Steps in the Fragment Substitution
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ToP lacement.inside ∪ FromPlacement.inside, delete E and any element in
the transitive closure of all references to and from E, but cut off at any element
in the set of ToP lacement.outside ∪ FromPlacement.outside (Fig. 7 Step b).

Since the model elements identified by the fragment placement and replace-
ments may live in different model containers (which is the case in our example),
the elements of the replacement fragment are copied into the base model contain-
ing the fragment placement. The algorithm is similar to that for deletion of the
fragment placement: all model elements in the transitive closure of all references
to and from ToReplacement.inside ∪ FromReplacement.inside, but cut off by
any element in th set of ToReplacement.outside ∪ FromReplacement.outside.

The two algorithms for deleting and relocating objects are vulnerable to out-
going and incoming references not captured by the boundary elements. An im-
portant invariant for the fragment substitutions is that the fragments are defined
completely, i.e. that all references going into or out from a fragment are described
by boundary elements; a precise representation of boundary elements for refer-
ences entering/exiting the fragments is required to avoid deletion or copying of
unintended model elements.

5 Confluence of Variability Transformations

A product line may have many dependencies between its features. Some of these
are explicitly designed in the product line by relationships or feature constraints.
There may also be known ordering constraints that govern the order by which
features may be resolved. Conversely, there may be ordering constraints that
are not known in advance, which are there due to constructs in the underlying
product line model. We can use confluence analysis to determine if multiple
supposedly independent feature substitutions are independent or not, when there
are no constraints in place.

In term rewriting systems, confluence describes that terms in a system can
be rewritten in more than one way and still yield the same result [10]. Within
graph transformation theory, confluence can be used to show that a graph trans-
formation with different paths have a unique normal form [11,12]. We will use
confluence to reason about the effects of changing the order of transformations
represented by a variability model, i.e. if we can expect the same result if the
ordering of variability substitutions is altered. We look at the three kinds of
substitutions and analyse their confluence characteristics.

5.1 Value and Reference Substitution

A value substitution only modifies the value of properties within an object. It
does not change the structure of a model. As such, a value substitution can
never conflict with a substitution modifying the model structure (reference or
structure substitution).

However, two value substitutions will conflict with each other if they modify
the same property of an object, with the result that only the last transformation
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overwrite the result of the first one. The governing constraint for value substi-
tution is: two value substitutions should not be overlapping both with respect to
their involved model element and the referenced attribute.

Reference substitutions may, similarly to value substitutions, interfere with
each other if two or more address the same reference of the same model element.
The governing constraint for reference substitutions is: two reference substitu-
tions should not be overlapping both with respect to their involved model element
and the referenced property.

Reference substitutions may also be in conflict with fragment substitutions,
as we will address in the next Section.

5.2 Fragment Substitutions

Fragment substitutions are more challenging regarding conflicts as they manip-
ulate model element structures that are larger part of the models.

Overlapping Fragments. We define a model fragment (MF) within a base model
(M) in terms of three disjunct sets of model elements from the base model,
where these elements are specified by boundary element within the fragment
MF : MF={Eint, BEint, BEext}, where Eint represents elements internal to the
model fragment without being part of a boundary element, BEint represents ele-
ments specified as the inner boundary of the MF, and BEext represents elements
specified as the outer boundary of MF. Specifically, if MF is a fragment place-
ment, BEint is defined by the set of model elements in placementBE.inside, and
BEext by placementBE.outside, where placementBE is the PlacementBound-
aryElements contained in the fragment placement. For a replacement fragment,
the fragment model is defined in the same way by the ReplacementBoundaryEle-
ments. The set of model elements in Eint is defined by the traversal algorithm as
the elements internal to the fragment model. Fig. 8 illustrates the model element
sets in a fragment model, where the objects (f1, f2, etc.) have uni-directional ref-
erences to each other.

The set of model elements outside the fragment (MF ) is defined by (M \
MF) ∪ BEext. We call model fragments that share a set of model elements
overlapping.

Fig. 8. The Element Sets in a Fragment Model
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Definition 1. Two model fragments MF1 and MF2 are overlapping if: (MF1.
Eint ∪ MF1.BEint) ∩ (MF2.Eint ∪ MF2.BEint) �= ∅. We say that the two model
fragments MF1 and MF2 have an external boundary overlap if MF1.BEext ∩
(MF2.Eint ∪ MF2.BEint) �= ∅.
Definition 2. A model fragment MF1 is a model fragment of another model
fragment MF2 if all model elements in MF1 are also in MF2: Fragment(MF1,
MF2) ≡ o ∈ MF1 ⇒ o ∈ MF2.

Definition 3. We call MF1 a proper model fragment of MF2 if it is a model
fragment of MF2 and MF1 only contains elements internal to MF2: MF1 ⊆
MF2.Eint.

A model fragment may be defined as a proper model fragment of another to im-
pose variability on the model fragment itself. For a fragment placement, it makes
little sense to have another model fragment inside, as the outer fragment will be
replaced anyway. However, within a replacement fragment, it may make sense to
define proper fragment placements. Replacement fragments may be defined with
any level of overlapping. Since their elements are copied and replace elements
defined by a fragment placement, no such overlap will result in a modification
or conflict between the replacement fragments.

A replacement fragment cannot be overlapped by a fragment placement unless
the latter is a proper model fragment of the other. In that case, the fragment
placement provides an internal variability space for the replacement fragment.

Such a proper model fragment will in principle result in confluence with re-
spect to the ordering of the two associated substitutions. In the current imple-
mentation, however, these fragments must reside in the same physical model. If
all fragments are contained within the same physical model space, proper model
fragments are confluent with respect to the ordering of the substitutions. Fig. 9
illustrates a transformation involving proper model fragments.

In this example, the fragment placement F2 is a proper model fragment of
the replacement fragment A1. In addition, we have one more fragment place-
ment (F1 ) and replacement fragment (A2 ). In the first transformation path,
the proper model fragment F2 is replaced with A2. The result still have the
replacement fragment A1, which is used as replacement for F1. In the second
path, the replacement fragment A1 is first used as replacement for F1. The
intermediate result still contains the proper model fragment F2, which is then
replaced by A1. The results of the two paths are identical.

A proper model fragment (pmf ) defined as part of another replacement frag-
ment (rf ) implies (by definition 3) that pmf ⊆ rf.Eint. A replacement of pmf in-
side rf with another replacement fragment, rf2, will change the structure of rf by
replacing the involved objects in the rf.Eint set, obtaining rf.E’int. It will however
never touch the rf.EBint or rf.BEext elements. When the rf fragment is used as
replacement for another fragment placement, the set of rf.E’int elements will be
copied as part of rf. If instead the original rf that contains pmf is used in the re-
placement, the replacee will contain all the elements of the fragment placement
pmf, which subsequently can be replaced with replacement fragment rf2.
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Fig. 9. Confluence of Proper Model Fragments

Fig. 10. Conflicting Model Fragments

Otherwise, overlaps between model fragments will not only result in non-
confluence among substitutions, but also invalidate any order of transformations.
This may happen even if the fragments only have an external boundary overlap,
i.e. that model elements associated with the (Eint ∪ BEint) set of one fragment
are the same as those associated with the BEext elements of another.

Fig. 10 illustrates what may happen in the case of an external boundary over-
lap. The fragment placement F1 is defined by the following base model elements:
Eint={∅}, BEint={f2}, BEext={f1, f3}, while the fragment placement F2 is de-
fined by these base model elements: Eint={∅}, BEint={f3}, BEext={f2, f4}. In
this example, the fragment placement F2 is replaced by the replacement frag-
ment A1. This transformation replaces the replacement fragment element a2
for the placement element f3 within our model copy. In the model copy, the
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f3 is deleted, and although our original base model keeps the element and the
fragment placement points to this, the mapping to the model copy of that el-
ement is lost. The cut off at F1.fromPlacement.outside for the traversal of the
F1 fragment placement has now been invalidated; when F1 now is replaced by
the replacement fragment A1, the deletion of the fragment placement elements
will never reach the original f3 cut off boundary, hence deleting model elements
a2 and f4 by following the references. The resulting model contains only the f1
and a2 elements.

Conflicts Between Reference Substitutions and Fragment Substitutions. If a ref-
erence substitution operates within the model element set identified by a frag-
ment, it may result in unwanted effects: if a reference internal to the fragment
is modified to point to the outside of the fragment or an external reference is
modified to point inside the fragment, this will break the traversal cut off of
the fragment and include unintended model elements for deletion or addition
through an extended traversal path that is not captured by a boundary element.
This is similar for elements outside of the fragment domain boundary, which
should not be allowed to modify a reference to point inside the fragment.

In the case of a fragment placement, this will result in deletion of unwanted
objects. In the case of the replacement fragment, it will result in copying unin-
tended objects.

For a model M and a model fragment MF, where MF ⊆ M and MF = {Eint,
BEint, BEext}, the set of model elements outside MF, MFout is defined by M
\ MF. There should be no reference substitution that modifies an element in
(Eint ∪ BEint) to reference an element in MFout. There should equally be no
reference substitution that modifies an element in MFout to reference an element
in (Eint ∪ BEint). Finally, there should be no reference substitution that modifies
a reference going from BEext to BEint to an element in MFout. All these will
lead to inconsistency and non-confluence with respect to the two substitutions.

5.3 Confluence Checking of Fragment Substitutions

To see how we can analyse confluence of fragment substitutions, we consider
a model M and a VarModel VM with two fragment substitutions fs1 and fs2,
where fs1 and fs2 each contains one fragment placement and one replacement
fragment, fp1 and rf1, and fp2 and rf2, respectively.

Confluence of fragment placements can be determined by analysing two prop-
erties: model element overlap and completeness of a fragment substitution. Model
element overlap of two fragment placements, fp1 and fp2, can be checked by the
contents of their respective Eint, BEint, and BEext sets, basically by checking if
there are overlaps in the object sets.

An overlap may only exists in two fragment placements in the BEext sets. The
rest of the object sets must be disjunct:

– (fp1.Eint ∪ fp1.BEint) ∩ (fp2.Eint ∪ fp2.BEint) = ∅ ∧ (fp1.BEext) ∩ (fp2.Eint

∪ fp2.BEint) = ∅ ∧ (fp2.BEext) ∩ (fp1.Eint ∪ fp1.BEint) = ∅.
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Any other overlap between fragment placements will result in deletion of
boundary objects for a fragment placement when the other one is replaced,
resulting in an inconsistent model. If fragment placements adhere to this con-
straint, the respective transformations will be confluent. The replacement frag-
ments do not influence the confluence property.

In addition to set overlap, each fragment substitution must be complete in
the sense that it captures all incoming and outgoing reference on the boundary
of the fragment. For a fragment placement fp1, this means that all references
going in and out of the fragment are captured by boundary elements: f

– ∀ e ∈ fp1.Eint, ∀ e2 ∈ M | hasReference(e, e2) ⇒ e2 ∈ (fp1.Eint ∪ fp1.BEint)
– ∀ e ∈ fp1.BEint, ∀ e2 ∈ M | hasReference(e, e2) ⇒ e2 ∈ (fp1.Eint ∪ fp1.BEint

∪ fp1.BEext)

The hasReference(e, e2) operation returns true if there is a reference in either
direction between elements e and e2. The constraints defined here gives a simple
way of checking confluence between fragment substitutions. We have implemented
a model checking algorithm to check the fragment set overlapping property.

6 Related Work

In [13], Czarnecki and Antkiewicz describe an approach for mapping features to
models and generating model instances (configurations). They use model tem-
plates with feature annotations that are matched and evaluated against a feature
configuration. The approach is generally applicable to any model domain based
on MOF, which is the same for our approach. The implementation of their
approach, however, seems dependent on the domain, which is avoided in our
approach. The model templates are expressed in the base language and defines
the product line in terms of base language elements and presence conditions as
annotations to this model. Hence, the variability specifications are embedded
into the base language, which is not the case in our approach.

Significant work on confluence has been done in term rewriting and graph
transformation theory. Heckel et al. [12] define confluence properties for typed
attributed graph transformation systems, which are based on well established
theory of parallel independence of graph transformations. Parallel independence
requires that two transformations only share elements that are preserved by both
steps, i.e. one transformation cannot delete elements used by another. This prop-
erty has been used to show commutativity and confluence of transformations.
The transformations defined in this paper can be mapped to graph transfor-
mations of general MOF 2.0 object graphs, allowing confluence properties to
be analysed using graph transformation techniques such as critical pair analy-
sis. The transformations described by substitutions are, however, very limited
in that each substitution is never recursive, which makes the described analysis
quite feasible.

The work by Batory et al. [14] on stepwise refinement provides an approach
for composition of features based on hierarchical equations and shows that it can
be applied for code and non-code artifacts, given that composition operators are
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defined for the artifact type. The execution of each variability substitution can
be viewed as one step in such a refinement, where the composition operator is
defined by the transformation implementation semantics.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have described our solution to domain-independent product line transforma-
tions, which was implemented as a model transformation in MOFScript [9]. We
addressed how different kinds of variability defined by the variability model are
handled by model transformations. Based on the variability transformation, we
analysed confluence and conflict characteristics when several points of variation
are involved. We defined the criteria for confluence between different kinds of
substitutions and specified how confluence between substitutions can be checked.
We showed that fragment substitutions that are proper fragment models of re-
placement fragments resulted in confluent transformations. In general, we saw
that fragments should have disjunct domains, i.e., they should not be overlapping
in order to be confluent.

The variability transformations require further work in some areas. Specifi-
cally, we have not addressed recursively configurable model fragments, to handle
structure substitutions that produce duplicates (repetitions), where each dupli-
cate can be individually and recursively configured. There are, however, still
limitations in the variability model that prevent this. The transformations have
been tested on relatively small examples in simple DSLs, such as example train
station model instances; we need to test the scalability of the approach on more
elaborate models and metamodels.
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